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Chairman’s Chat
This is our third newsletter from our new Editor and they seem to
have been well received (no actual complaints yet! - Ed). We are
trying to include a range of articles including those of topical
interest, reports, news of trips and some humour, maybe even
some education too! Of course, if any of our readers want to
contribute please feel free to submit items which might be of
interest (yes please ! - Ed).

beginning to think to use the national IAM website for reference
purposes,information, forms, etc., as these will be up to date, and
that we might take a lot of the current CAM material off ‘our’
website and put it in an ‘e format’ Members Handbook, This would
allow the website to be more outward facing for recruitment and
easier to keep up to date.
We have also been having problems with emails .The
IAMroadsmart addresses that Committee Members use have been
ITCHY FEET!
very problematic and bulk emails to Members are increasingly
It’s that time of year when many have been away or are about to
difficult to deliver. Sometimes 30 or so emails are treated as
leave on trips. So far Members have been as far afield as France,
spam/bulk emails/not delivered. There may have to be changes
Wales, Scotland, the Paignton trip and the Devon camping trip. The here too.
weather has not always been kind but that’s part of being out on a
bike. We are thinking of having a Club Sunday talk on touring- to
MONKEY BUSINESS
share ideas and encourage others to try it. It took me years of
The annual Survey Monkey Questionnaire is an opportunity for
going to France to realise that ‘Hotel de Ville’ was not the main
Members to give their thoughts on how the club is running. Overall
hotel in town but the Town Hall, where the mayor is based! Also
it produced generally positive responses which was pleasing
I’ve still not solved what to do with tolls: pay by card - quick and
especially in view of the efforts of the Committee Members and
easy but sometimes you pay the car rate, cash (lots of potential for ordinary club Members who have put in considerable efforts to
fumbling and dropping), investing in a pass which is supposed to be make the club a success. We have a Committee meeting coming up
the most cost effective for bikes. Top tips anyone?
where we will look at the questionnaire results, budgets,
marketing, shows, social events, website and
IAMROADSMART
emails/communication, and next year.
Whilst we are Members of CAM, it is worth remembering we are
also Members of the IAM. This vast and professional organisation
MEMBERS
also provides benefits such as - IAM RoadSmart quarterly
DTE (the IAM database) currently shows 150 Members of whom 29
magazine, Members only insurance services, new vehicle purchase are Associates and 22 are Observers, either local or national.
offers, IAM LiveSmart benefit, website, National Tyres and
(Open) Club Sundays each month often have 4-6 people wanting
Autocare discounts and discounts on motorcycle gear from
Assessed Rides too, so there is quite a machine to keep going.
BikeStop. Interesting to see the overseas training that goes on as
Congratulations to all those who have passed and welcome and
well. It is becoming apparent that more is being centralised, this
congratulations to Jeremy Thomas, our
helps as so much locally is dependent on volunteers but we’ll have
latest Observer.
to see where this takes us..
All the above serves to show just how much
goes on ‘underneath’ the surface- so as
WEBSITE WOES - GETTING BETTER ALL THE TIME
always my thanks to those who help.
Most Members will be aware that we have had problems with the
website crashing - also being unworkable internally to put new
David Hinchcliffe
items on. These things take a lot of time and angst to recover and
Chairman
thanks to Toby B we are back up and running.
At the Regional Forum in the spring I put our name down for
an IAM provided website, and it has suddenly been given to us. We
INSIDE: Something we’ve always known but
are now working out where to go next with it. Our current website
now its official has perhaps become unfocussed and a depository for everything
Biking is good for you!
and is definitely unwieldy with a huge amount of content. We are

BIKING IS GOOD FOR YOU
And That's Official!
That motorcycling is an excellent way of relieving stress
and providing a positive mental attitude is something that
many motorcyclists have believed for years. Now the
results of a neurobiological study conducted by UCLA
(University of California Los Angeles) researchers and
funded by Harley-Davidson has yielded pioneering
scientific evidence to support that belief.
Researchers recorded participants’ brain activity, heart rate,
as well as levels of adrenaline, noradrenaline, and cortisol
before, during, and after motorcycling, driving a car, and
resting, They found that motorcycling increased metrics of
focus and attention, and decreased relative levels of
Cortisol; a hormonal marker of stress. While riding a
motorcycle, participants also experienced increased sensory
focus and resilience to distraction. And that’s not all – riding
also produced an increase in adrenaline levels and heart
rate, as well as a decrease in Cortisol metrics – results often
associated with light exercise and stress-reduction.
Motorbike research paid for by Harley Davidson? - well
they would say that wouldn't they?
However - Dr Don Vaughan the neuroscientist who led the
research team said “Stress levels, especially among young
adults, continue to rise, and people are exploring pathways
to better their mental and physical health. Until recently,
the technology to rigorously measure the impact on the
brain of activities like motorcycling didn’t exist. The brain
is an amazingly complex organ and it’s fascinating to
rigorously investigate the physical and mental effects riders
report.

Feeling good!

UCLA Professor and senior team member Dr. Mark Cohen,
said: “While scientists have long-studied the relationship of
brain and hormone responses to attention and stress,
doing so in real-life conditions such as these is rare. No lab
experiment can duplicate the feelings that a motorcyclist
would have on the open road. Dr. Vaughn added: “The
differences in participants’ neurological and physiological
responses between riding and other measured activities
were quite pronounced. This could be significant for
mitigating everyday stresses.”
There's a video about how the research was carried out
available here:
https://www.harley-davidson.com/us/en/about-us/hdnews/2019/Harley-Davidson-Riding-Study-PressRelease.html

Keeping Up To Date

Thames Valley Advanced
Motorcyclists has produced a
The study found;
booklet ‘Insights Into
ü Riding a motorcycle decreased hormonal biomarkers of Advanced Motorcycling’ based
stress by 28%.
on a series of articles from
ü On average, riding a motorcycle for 20 minutes
their club newsletter which
expand on the material
increased participants’ heart rates by 11 percent and
provided in the ARC Logbook,
adrenaline levels by 27 percent—similar to light
and it is a good read. The club has bought 60 copies, nominally
exercise.
priced at £5, and they are available to members at £4 on Club
ü Sensory focus was enhanced while riding a motorcycle
Sundays. The Committee has decided to give Observers one
versus driving a car, and just sitting passively, an effect each for use in their observing duties.
also observed in experienced meditators vs nonAnd whilst we are on the subject...
There have been changes to the Advanced Rider Course content
meditators.
in the first part of the year which resulted in an updated Course
ü Changes in participants’ brain activity while riding
suggested an increase in alertness similar to drinking a Logbook now being issued to new Associates . In addition, there
is an updated Observer’s Handbook which observers should now
cup of coffee.
be using - Terry T still has a few uncollected copies!
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THE CAM Breakfast Bike Puzzle

Across
2. Green Meanie (8)
4. What a good rider does looking forward (5)
6. A bike with no clothes? (5)
9. Sometimes worn backwards and seal containers (3)
11. Steel wheels for stopping (5-5)
12. Small change and wiring metal (6)
16. Full circulation of a race track (3)
18. Lifts use them as do Guzzi’s (5)
19. An engine that sucks, squeezes, bangs and blows? (4–5)
20. Former trials bike maker (3)
21. Blue and white propeller from Bavaria? (3)
24. Nuts will do this if not properly tightened (4)
25. Not the quickest way of getting around (4-6)
26. Went Commando a few years ago! (6)
31. Motorcycle wing Logo (5)
33. Agree to a risky manoeuvre (9)
38. Ignition Point? (5-4)
39. What 18 Down uses to find its way around (3)

Puzzle No. 1

Down
1. Storage for the electrics (7)
3. The system of motorcycle control (5)
5. A bike only has one of these. Is the size correct though? (6-5)
7. Terminal Tin? (3-3)
8. The P of OAP (4)
10. When gears come together? (4)
13. Three tuning forks (6)
14. What to TUG? (11)
15. These forks used to be the right way up (6-4)
17. An ultimate rider? (6)
18. Not 100% sure where I'm going with this! (3-3)
22. Low down pulling power (6)
23. Outside edge of the wheel (3)
27. Spoken test (4)
28. Nice long ride (4)
29. Often used to drive cams and wheels (6)
30. To win a British manufacturer? (7)
32. Keeps things running smoothly (3)
34. Square container at its peak? (3-3)
35. Operates valves and delivers in Cornwall (3)
36. _______ for slow gears for go (5)
37. Collects 32 at the bottom of the engine (4)

Send a photograph of your completed puzzle to: news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
and the first four winners will receive a voucher to claim their free breakfast! - One entry per person!
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Food for thought - SMIDSY – Me Too?
What can we do about this?

“Sorry Mate I Didn’t See
You” (SMIDSY) is an
expression not unknown to
most of us who have been
riding bikes for a while.
Usually the outcome of a
near miss or crash, where a
motorist has pulled out in
front of an oncoming
motorcyclist with the result
of a terrifying few seconds
for both parties.

Although they are nominally the ‘fault’ of the driver is there
anything the rider could do to mitigate / avoid these situations?
As we are moving along the road we should be carrying out
our observation and scanning techniques and If we spot a likely
candidate for a ‘pull out’ we should take some action to respond
to that potential hazard. Such as changing position in the road or
the adjusting our speed in case of a potential emergency stop.
Not only will these steps help safeguard us, it will give the
miscreant motorist a bit more information about our approach
by being more visible.
Any lateral movement in the road will draw the motorists
eye towards us. It can be quite difficult to notice and judge the
They can’t actually see us!
speed of an approaching motorcycle when it is heading straight
Of course no driver wants to run into a motorcycle, bicycle or
towards you but some sideways movement will help the viewer
pedestrian. After all, it would cause extensive and expensive
not only notice the bike but also assess its approach more
damage to their vehicle! The problem is that comparatively small accurately.
road users tend to exist in drivers’ blind spots and they need to
Of course, if we aren’t carrying out the appropriate
be made aware of this so that they look twice.
observational checks then we might not notice the potential
There have been several scientific studies done into “Sorry
hazard, take any appropriate action and then run into danger. In
Mate, I didn’t See You” (SMIDSY) crashes between cars. The
this event, and the rider ends up on the floor with a trashed bike
Alliance of British
by their side the appropriate response to “Sorry Mate I Didn’t
Drivers has produced
See You” might be “Me neither mate, me neither”. It is better
an excellent video
that we take care of ourselves rather than relying on others to
which explains one of
do so. So ‘Information’ all the way and as they used to say in Hill
the scientific principles Street Blues ‘Lets Take Care Out There’.
of SMIDSY called
Here are some ways to avoid a SMIDSY:
saccadic masking.
A Google search for
the term will find it is a ‘phenomenon in visual perception where
the brain selectively blocks visual processing during eye
movements in such a way that neither the motion of the eye
(and subsequent motion blur of the image) nor the gap in visual
perception is noticeable to the viewer. In other words, when a
driver looks left and right at an intersection, there are blind
spots in their vision that hide small objects such as pedestrians,
cyclists and motorcycle and scooter riders.
Of course, its worth
remembering that this happens
to you as well when out on your
bike looking left and right at a
junction. A couple of brief pauses
in the movement will give your
brain time to catch up and fill in
the blind spots!

You can try it out at home. Look
at yourself in a mirror, focus on
one eye, then look at the other
one without moving your head.
You won’t see your eyes move
because you went briefly blind as
your eyes moved!

ü Keep a very keen eye on any car when approaching a junction.
ü Look at the driver, have they looked your direction?
ü Have they only got one hand on the wheel, which could mean
the other is putting the car into gear to move off?
ü Are the wheels starting to move as they edge closer?
ü Have you got an escape route if they do pull out on you? This
should be stopping in time, or swerving if they come at you at
the last second.
ü If you are in a busy urban environment, it’s worth practicing
riding with your hand ‘covering’ the front brake to speed up
your reaction time.
ü Also make sure you ‘own’ the piece of road you’re on, so
don’t hug the gutter, and don’t overtake other vehicles past a
junction if you can possibly avoid it.

No one likes crashing, it can
dent your confidence, your
bike and bank balance as
well as injuring you.
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TSG Update
Observers
So far this year we have seen three additional Observers qualify so we congratulate:
v Conrad Dowding who gained the IMI National Observer qualification under Malcolm Farrar and Tim Collins (NO’s)
v Clive Richards a new IMI Local Observer, under David Hinchcliffe NO
v Jeremy Thomas a new IMI Local Observer, under Steve Smith NO
With more in the pipeline:
In training we have
ü Adrian Thomas trainee NO
And
ü Derek Preece trainee LO.

CAM Training Weekend
13th and 14th April We had a great training weekend in Devon staying in Barnstaple overnight
ü Graham Barnett NO coached Jeremy Fallowes* for Observer Assessment
ü Malcolm Farrar NO coached Julie Morris* LO for NO Assessment
ü David Hinchcliffe NO coached Amanda Pratley* LO for NO Assessment
ü David Mooney NO coached Clive Richards* LO for NO Assessment
ü Stef Pitcher NO coached Derek Preece* for Observer Assessment
ü Chris Polawski NO coached Paul Anderson for F1RST and/or Master’s Assessment
ü Karen Richards NO coached Conrad Dowding LO for NO Theory and Roadcraft / Full Control
Terry Tomlin NO provided stooging facilities to anyone who needed them!
*Following on from the assessments above, Derek Preece is receiving LO training from Stef Pitcher. Jeremy Fallowes, Clive Richards,
Julie Morris and Amanda Pratley will be invited to commence their training later this year.

Recent Developments and Where Next
We have seen a fall in our Associates test pass rate recently and following some investigation find that some Associates have made
basic mistakes related to Highway Code rules e.g. mini-roundabouts - not going round them when it’s safe to do so, stopping at a
junction stop line. So all Observers have a role in training Associates with not just the IAM RoadSmart course book but also Highway
Code and Roadcraft.
So in my view we have two targets this year, improve our ARC test pass rate and training levels. The TSG will be advising on our
plans shortly.
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Don’t be fuel-ish!
Fuel saving tips adapted from an article by
Richard Gladman IAM RoadSmart’s Head of Driving and Riding Standards

Tips from IAM RoadSmart
This issue’s tips from Richard Gladman, are all about how you can save fuel, meaning you can treat yourself with those
extra savings.

Keep it smooth
Keep your driving smooth. Gentle acceleration and using the highest safe gear will use less fuel. Ease off the
accelerator early for traffic lights if they are red - why hurry up to wait?
Avoid traffic
If possible, try to avoid driving during heavy traffic. Stopping and starting in traffic needs the use of the first gear
and a lot fuel is used to get the vehicle moving again, gentle filtering helps considerably.
Look after your tyres
Keep your tyres well maintained by checking the condition, pressures and tread depth. When it comes to choosing
new tyres, it’s worth having a look at ones which are designed for extra economy.
Keep it light
Get rid of unnecessary weight. Cars and bikes work just like the human body, it needs more energy to move around
more weight and so does your bike/car. Take heavy items off the bike if you don’t need to carry them. A top box or
panniers will increase drag and you will use more fuel to overcome this, so remove them if they’re not being used.
Get moving
Nowadays, you don’t need to manually warm up a modern engine. When you are ready to move off you are able to
set off to your destination without having to wait around.
Plan your journeys
When starting off as your engine is trying to warm up it uses more fuel for the first four miles or so. Your engine
stays cold when you drive less than two miles and your car will produce 60 per cent more pollution than a warm
engine – avoid these short journeys where possible.
Less electricals
Turn off any electrical accessories if they are not needed as they use extra fuel. When your hands are warm turn off
the heated grips - the more electricity your bike has to produce, the more fuel it will use.
Take it easy
Keep your speed low, you can reduce fuel consumption by up to 25% by riding at a gentler pace. Try gentler use of
the throttle, often you can maintain the same speed with less tension on the twistgrip.
Richard said: “Fuel is expensive but a few small changes in the way we prepare our vehicles and plan our journeys can
make a big difference in our fuel consumption. Sound observation and planning on our necessary journeys will help.
Remember that safety and fuel saving can be complementary if we ride effectively.”

This guy got 214
mpg from his
125 Honda - see
what a little bit
of effort can
achieve!
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Pete O’Connell, IAMRoadSmart Examiner, technical boffin and all round good guy
was has a kindly accepted an invitation to share his enthusiasm for all things technical

Motorcycle Technology
I was approached by the Newsletter Editor and asked
“Hey Pete, you like tech, do you want to write about it for
the newsletter?” Initially I thought Malcolm wants a
page filler, which is understandable as several Newsletter
Editors over the years have had the same problem. He’s
right, I do like technology in all forms particularly when it
comes to motorcycles. We agreed that I would write a
motorcycle tech article over a series of issues.

What is Motorcycle Technology?
Whilst looking at a structure for the articles I had to
consider the philosophical side and try to decide what
exactly is bike tech? It could be argued that as equipment
becomes standard and mainstream, it is no longer
considered to be ‘tech’.

There are, of course, different drivers for technology.
These include: legislation, sales, competition (track and
market), materials, continuous research/development
and the environment in which it will be used.
Consider this non exhaustive list:
ü Chassis: steel tubular, alloy, steel trellis, suspension
(telescopic, RWU, upside down, FFE, twin shock, mono
shock), wheels (spoked, cast alloy, carbon fibre),hub
centred steering, mechanical ABS, 2WD.
ü Engines/Gearbox: single cylinder, parallel twins,
triples, multi four cylinders & six cylinders, V twins, V
fours, cross beam, in line, DCT, VVT, unit construction,
lubricants, water cooling, air/oil cooling.
ü Electronics: EFI, lighting, QS, IMU, cornering ABS,
cornering TC, anti-wheelie, slip control, launch control,
cruise control, app configurable set up, Sat Nav,
Bluetooth, cornering headlights, keyless ignition, LED
lighting, lithium/ion batteries.

Imagine how the first riders to use mirrors felt when they
were first fitted. Consider how the machines we love have
evolved into what we have available today. When you look Glossary of Terms RWU Right Way UP, FFE Funny Front End, ABS Anti-lock Brake
at it, motorcycles are technology. They are packed with it. System, DCT Dual Clutch Transmission, VVT – Variable Valve Timing, 2WD Two
Wheel Drive, EFI Electronic Fuel Injection, QS Quick Shifter, IMU Inertia
Ever since 1894 when Hildebrand & Wolfmüller became
Measurement Unit, TC Traction Control, LED Light Emitting Diode, EVs Electric
Vehicles
the first series produced motorcycle, technology has
developed to become, what some riders would say, is the
The future:
unnecessarily tech laden machines of today.
EVs, adaptive cruise control, autonomous braking
You can see the magnitude of an interesting subject. As
you are probably aware there is some cross over to four
wheels. So over the next, however many issues, I’ll look
at a particular area and produce an article on it. So until
the next
time….

Pete is away on holiday at the moment....

Tech offerings from
Aprilia, Ducati and
Yamaha

Jet Engine,
Anti Grav,
Inertial Steering,
just dreaming...
- Ed
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GROUP NEWS
Events, Outings, Jaunts, Jollies and other ‘stuff’

Devon Camping Trip

We awoke to sunny skies and a beautiful view over Lundy
Island. Breakfast, coffee and arguments about who snored
Tony B reports in on the camping trip organised by Chris P the loudest done, the days ride commenced. The plan was
and Paul A
to ride over Exmoor stopping at Lynmouth for ice cream
May 2019 an intrepid nine CAM riders setoff for a camping and lunch at Dulverton. The A39 through Lynmouth,
Porlock and Minehead on a sunny day is very special.
trip on Hartland Point North Devon. Simon, Steve, Pete,
Lovely sweeping bends, full of stunning vistas. I had been
Tim, Ian, Neil, Chris, Paul and
looking forward to riding this road for some time and it
myself fully loaded with
didn’t disappoint as I followed Chris drawing perfect lines
camping equipment and the
around each bend. The ride continued past Dunster’s
required sense of humour
historic castle following the Exe valley and the river Exe.
necessary for early season
Again, a stunning ride - arriving just in time for the last
sleeping under canvas. The first
food order at The Bridge Inn in Dulverton.
group of riders set off from
Chivy picking up most of the
Some might argue, it’s
others at Cornwall Services.
that “man survival
Arrangements had been made
thing” that we
to meet the last rider (Pete) in
decided to cook
a lay-by just before Camelford.
Unfortunately, while we all waited in one lay-by, Pete was around a camp fire
that evening even
in another half a mile up the road (these things happen).
though we were all
The one thing I have
tired from the days
learned since joining
one hundred and sixty
CAM (apart from
mile ride. However, we hadn’t accounted for the cold east
IPSGA) is we stop for
wind. Even with the addition of Paul’s camping chair to the
coffee a lot and this
fire it failed to keep us warm. I soon gave up and went to
trip was to prove no
bed early leaving the hardiest to stoke the fire and keep
exception - I’m
the banter going into the night.
going to get a loyalty
card for the café at
Although there was a spot of rain in the night the morning
Bude lock! From there we decided to visit North Cornwall
was again clear but cold. A light breakfast, tent folding and
Motorcycles for more coffee and a browse around the
we were on our way home stopping at Bude again for (you
bikes. Our second mishap of the day saw CAM riders
guessed it) coffee before going our separate ways.
scattered around the roads of Bude trying to find the
wretched place.
Thanks to all who attended - you were all great company.
Special thanks to Paul A and Chris P for your time
We finally arrived at Stoke Barton
organising the weekend. I cannot wait until we do it again
Farm campsite – a beautiful
but next time I will have the biggest tent. Tony
location within walking distance of
the Wreckers pub on Hartland
Quay. Special thanks to Paul for
suggesting such a lovely location.
Tents pitched and the contest for
the biggest tent easily won by
Pete; we were off over the fields to
the pub for food and a few too
many beers. We all secretly
struggled on the picturesque walk back from the pub and
were soon in our sleeping bags in attempt to overcome the
effects of the cold easterly breeze.
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GROUP NEWS - cont’d
Events, Outings, Jaunts, Jollies and other ‘stuff’

Damerells Charity Rideout - 12th May

Perfect Paignton

The Damerells Charity Ride-out in
support of the Cornwall Hospice
was again marshalled by the club.
All Observers were called upon to
ensure the ride went smoothly
and safely. It was a glorious day
and everyone involved had a
good ride but due to a mishap mid- The crowds gather.....
ride, half the attendees went on
a slightly different route to that
intended. Fortunately everyone
got back to Damerells safely
having had a pleasant day out
working their way through
Cornwall’s lesser known roads.
Despite the hiccup the ride-out
As do the Marshalls.....
raised over £550 for the charity.

David H enthuses about the CAM weekend away -

Group Training Weekend
After the blizzard conditions of last year this year’s event
was positively balmy! Well a bit windy, and it rained a bit
from time to time but overall it all went very well.
13th April everyone met up at the Victoria Inn at 9.30 for
initial briefings and allocation of Observers (or Trainees
depending on your viewpoint). When everyone had been
sorted out, the individual pairings made their way up to
Barnstaple and used the journey to assess and discuss the
aspects of their riding. All arrived safely late afternoon in
Barnstable Premier Inn for a wash and brush up before
adjourning to the bar and restaurant for drinks and dinner.
Next day after good breakfast the pairing made their way
back home again using the journey to develop their riding
skills and examine any problem areas. Some of the pairs
joined up for a run across Exmoor, which included a rather
pleasant lunch stop in the middle of the moor, after which,
with brains and stomachs sated we made our way home
rounding off the week end with a run down the A39.
Arriving back late afternoon.
It was a very successful and enjoyable weekend and
welcome return to the Group Training Weekend after last
year’s weather induced debacle. The attendees all made
good progress and are set to move forward with further
training later in the year (for details see Terry Tomlin’s TSG
Update earlier in this newsletter).

17 members, on 15 bikes, had an excellent two-day holiday by the sea on 18/19th May. The sun shone, the rides
were great and the company excellent.
The hope was to ride in smaller self-selecting groups as it
is so much easier. Starting at Kingsley village we all went
too Bude- we could find that. The cafe by the lock was
shut, but we still managed coffee, pasties and cake. Clive
and Karen arrived as all the rest were leaving.
Thanks to Graham, we
now split up with the majority going to Cafe 35 at
Bridge Motorcycles with
him. I and a few others
went on to Princeton:
Clive and Karen joining us
there for coffee. Lovely
ride across the moors.
Satnavs worked fine but it was difficult to keep together
nearer the final destination, one group managed it and
one didn’t. We arrived by the sea at about 3.20pm and
were still checking in
when the long distance
(Exeter) group arrived.
Yep, we missed Ian waving
at us as to where to park
too! Many strolled into
town in the sunshine.
Then we met up in the bar
for a very convivial evening, good food and a few drinks.
No mishaps or illness this time; a good breakfast, we all
met at 9.30 and split up again to set off. Terry, Tony and I
made two ferries on the way back and had a great ride
covering the lower Dartmouth ferry
(the steep one), got a bit lost out of
Dartmouth, but managed to fit in
some of Slapton Sands, GT motorcycles for tea and then the Torpoint ferry and fun from there to Trerulefoot
and that was enough, so home. Clive
took a gang back across the moors
and from what I hear they enjoyed
themselves. Julie followed Graham,
the quick way back, via GT motorcycles, too, of course.
A really, really good weekend and a great venue with
some good rides all around. Seems we may do it again
next year - so enjoyable. DH
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SEWN+
Or ‘Boxing the Compass’ of the UK plus a few extra bits!
After the success (?) of last year’s trip from Lands End to
John O’Groats and back ,Malcolm had this great idea to go
even further and go on a ride passing through the most
Southerly, Easterly, Westerly and Northerly points of the
UK (in that order) plus a couple of diversions along the way
to the Isle of Skye and the Orkney's which we had admired
from Dunnet Head last year. The anticipated daily mileage
was about the same as last year (225 - 250 approx) and once
the route had been worked out (using minor ‘A’ roads, ‘B’
roads and unclassifieds it was going be about 2700 miles
Ready for the off at the Lizard!
and take about 12 days (gulp!). Anyway, two of last year’s
party couldn’t make it so I needed some more bodies. Terry T was up for it as was Con D so a discreet ad on Facebook
was posted and I was flooded with a volunteer - George S! After a several months planning routes, accommodation,
rest stops at appropriate intervals, to pass over interesting roads, pass through nice scenery, avoid cities and big towns,
motorways, trunk roads etc. We were ready! Both George and Terry have spent sometime putting together accounts
of the trip so I’ll hand over to them! - M

George’s Trip

Terry’s Tale

It all started for me when I received the call for a 4th rider
to join those doing a SEWN+ run on mainland UK. After
confirming that I had a dog sitter available for the dates
mentioned and wanting to prove to myself that I could do
the distance every day - Let’s go for it.
Malcolm kindly programmed my SatNav with the
route(s) though we later discovered later that was
no guarantee mine was showing the same as anybody
else’s! A bike check ,new chain and sprockets, new tyre,
ready to go. Panniers on to try and get used to the extra
width ended red faced with a dropped bike and repairs to
do by Friday. That done, I invited Con to stay overnight to
save him a run from Launceston to Lizard point for the
start.
Day one was forecast wet and windy and with Malcolm
leading by Truro we had deviated twice from the route due
to traffic conditions. So much for the quiet start. Overall we
made fairly good progress but
some of the cross country
routes were a bit tortuous.
Overnight stop in Dorchester
on Thames (‘The George’ Inn an excellent establishment).
Day two This for me was the
Ness Point - its very flat!
start of my satnav saga till we
had done the most easterly point (Ness Point near
Lowestoft) then it began to follow orders. Overnight at the
Premier Inn in Boston.

The four members, me, Malcolm Farrar, Conrad Dowding
and George Stagg agreed to join Malcolm on an idea he
had about a ‘Boxing the Compass’ trip. That means
mainland UK extreme points South, East, West and North.
No islands involved in getting to those points on the
mainland.
The points are South - Lizard Point, East - Ness Point,
West - Ardnamurchan Lighthouse and North - Dunnet
Head. Sounds easy….but the map master (Malcolm) said,
all routes will exclude motorways and dual carriageways.
Oh really, yes he said it’ll be
about 2,500 miles over 12 days.
He planned it all, routes, hotels
and remote petrol stations
(Scotland) took him weeks.
So we four meet at 9.00am
Friday 26th April day one at
Lizard Point. After a quick coffee
and photo shoot off we go
heading for Dorchester-onDorchester Priory
Thames which was 274 miles
away. A good ride with stops on route arriving in time for
a swift half, dinner and a chat about the next leg to
Lowestoft another 270 mile day. After good meals and
nights sleep we set off at 8.30 heading east arriving in
Lowestoft late afternoon about 4.30pm. We found the
metal marker behind an industrial estate on the
promenade which denotes the most easterly point. To be
honest a slight disappointment, but hey it’s Lowestoft.
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George’s Trip - cont’d

Terry’s Tale - cont’d

Day three Another saga with the
same pannier when I dropped it
again and opened up the previous
repair! So cargo net employed. Will
leave others to recount the story of
our stay at Dumfries Premier Inn
(not sure we want to repeat the
experience - M).
Day four With me leading the way
to Corrin Bunkhouse we crossed
the North York Moors and around
Me and my pannier
Glasgow with only some minor
errors on my Sat Nav’s part. How to get four mature
motorcyclists and their luggage into a small room with triple
bunk bed for the night? Plus the bar for the meals has
closed down. We don’t! and move to a more spacious
establishment down the road that also does an evening
meal.
Day five because of the change of
accommodation, our start was
delayed and after a long run along
single track gravelly roads to the
most westerly point (Ardnmurchan),
on to Skye by road as we had
missed the ferry.Day Six The high
road (Applecross the highest in the
UK). Fog blighted the run and view.
As we were going to descend was
Ardnamurchan Lighthouse
informed by passing vehicles
a bike had gone down and the
road was slippery. We got by
OK and think it was a couple
from the Netherlands who
seemed to be sitting
comfortably by the roadside.
Day seven On to the most
George contemplates going for a dip!
northerly point (Dunnet Head) and ferry to Orkney. 30mph
wind and hail made for a short run to see the standing
stones (Ring of Brodgar the most ancient stone circle in the

Having done the photos we then headed to the hotel in
Boston, north along the east coast working through a
strong wind but all ended well.
In the morning, day three, we were looking to stop in
Dumfries about 254 miles north and west in Scotland. We
had a great fun day riding progressively across open roads
north including
the Humber
Bridge then west
across to the dales
where the fun
really began.
Arriving at the
Premier Inn, our
stop for the night,
parking up next to
others which
Terry leads the way across the Humber Bridge
belonged to
members of the Virago Star Owners Club. A good evening
sharing experiences and places visited. The meals in the
Premier Inn were the worst I have ever had in a long time.
Even the Manager was very poor at customer relations.
So moving on, day four, we headed to Corran, in
Highland Lochaber. Our accommodation was the
bunkhouse with a restaurant adjacent. This did not work
out as the ‘family room’ for five people was a high triple
bunk bed and a double. Then we were advised the
restaurant had not opened. The owners realised we could
not stay and arranged for us to move to another large
bunkhouse half a mile away which had it’s own restaurant,
good facilities and food.
The next day, day five, heading to the most westerly
point at Ardnamurchan, famous for it’s lighthouse built in
1849, 55 metres above sea level. What a job that must
have been. The route was very challenging, single track
road approximately 20 miles long where we had to stop
for oncoming vehicles and wait for vehicles to pull over so
we could pass. From time to time we had to pull over to
allow oncoming vehicles to pass and on one occasion after
Malcolm and I had gone through, Con got caught out in
the damp grass and toppled over. After a bit of a wait Con
and George arrived and
explained what had
happened and were OK
to continue. The driver
of the Jeep, a German
biker it turns out, had
helped Con and George
lift the bike, no damage
except scratched crash

The lads were very patient with me as I made them pose for this in the car park didn’t want go any further because of the horizontal hail. If you look very
carefully you can see the standing stones in the distance to the left - M

The view from Ardnamurchan
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George’s Trip - cont’d
UK). Overnight stop in Stromness after a tour round Scapa
Flow.
Day Eight Back to the mainland and on to the bonny hills of
Scotland to find hail,sleet and snow. Ideal riding conditions!
Fortunately it didn’t settle on the roads so they were just
wet but it was tricky seeing through the visor! And then it
snowed as we were eating dinner in the hotel!
Day Nine. A cold start but roads ok. On to a nice
accommodation north of the Lake District where we had
the chance to wash the salt and grime off the bikes a bit.
Day Ten A planned north to south run through the lake
district turned out to be one long traffic jam so after long
delays took a short cut straight through Liverpool and under
the Mersey. Being a Sunday the Lakes were packed but
Liverpool was empty. Tonight's stop Oswetry.
Day Eleven The Welsh hills, over the Horseshoe Pass and
stop off at the Ponderosa Cafe then me leading part time
again down to Aberystwyth sea front for lunch stop using
the valley road that the military use for low level flying
practice, didn’t get to see any. Moving to Abergavenny for
the night via the Brecon Beacons meant some good biking
roads. The vagarious operation of our individual Sat Navs
came to the fore when they all wanted to take us in
different directions to Aberystwyth and take in a couple of
U-turns!
Day Twelve Homeward bound, Still grass in the middle of
the road. Malc had to cut and run to visit a friend in
Teignmouth (the wife actually!), Con dropped off at
Launceston, Terry and me parted at Carland Cross. End of a
good trip, hard at times but thoroughly enjoyed - George.

A few stats! Terry kept a record of the daily mileages, day
7 was the trip to the Orkney’s and day 10 was the shortcut
through Liverpool!
Day 1

274

Day 7

107

Day 2
Day 3

274
260

Day 8
Day 9

222
251

Day 4

208

Day 10

171

Day 5

236

Day 11

197

Day 6

237

Day 12

211

Total 2,670 average 222 per day

Applecross - nearing the top

Applecross apparently
there is
fantastic view
behind us!

Terry’s Tale - cont’d
bars and the rider ‘s dented pride.
Arriving at the end of the road what a view! Building
this lighthouse was a huge achievement. Lunch was a
sandwich and coffee then on to our B&B Bradford House
on Skye. The four of us had the top floor to ourselves with
good facilities. The evening was spent across the road in a
restaurant overlooking the sea - lovely!
So one more target to aim for, most northerly (Dunnet
Head). This day (day six) was meant to be either a 204,
230, 280 or 300 mile day as we had half of the NC500 as
most of the route. Leaving late we headed onto NC500 up
over the highest road in the UK at Applecross at 2,053 ft
above sea level. It was cold and low clouds marred the
terrific views (apparently) worth the trip! Then down the
mountain to Ullapool for lunch and a programmed
fuelstop. After lunch the north coast of the 500 was where
we headed which would take us to Dunnet Head. This is a
fabulous route, great roads and scenery - mountains on
the right and sea on the left. It was chilly as we had a

northerly wind but got to our destination in good time.
Had the photo-shoot and moved on the John O’ Groats for

John O’Groat’s famous signpost growing out of George’s neck!

afternoon tea and cakes. Met with a group of Porsche
owners doing the 500 some of which we met on
Applecross. Our bed for the night was on Orkney at the
Ferry Inn. We made time to visit the standing stones at
Brodgar but could not take any photos as it was horizontal
sleet and hail making it a very short visit (Actually there is a
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Terry’s Tale - cont’d

our hotel we were dry and covered in salt from the roads.
The Melbreak Country Hotel, Great Clifton was very
picture - see George’s Trip
welcoming and comfortable. We were offered a hose to
day seven - M). So on to
clean the bikes and a garage to park them. Great service,
our accommodation and
and a place to stay at if you are in the area.
good food. everyone was
Day ten, across the Lake District heading for Oswestry,
very welcoming and we
via Liverpool and under the Mersey. An interesting ride
The Orkney’s,
had a good night.
through Liverpool not too much traffic but a thousand
Scapa Flow to the left,
Early rise to cross the
traffic lights all on red! The tunnel is free to bikes even if
North Atlantic to the right
island ansd catch the return
you go through the
ferry to the mainland. Scapa Flow was reasonably kind to
wrong barrier, which I
us as the wind was still very strong. Our destination today did and got the sharp
(day seven) is the
end of the attendants
Deeside Inn in
tongue, didn’t know
Ballater. No private
ladies knew those kind
parking at the Inn so
of words! Oh nearly
we parked out front
forgot we stopped at
locking the bikes
the Ponderosa Cafe
together. During
which was very busy
Bit breezy at Ponderosa!
dinner, looking out
but we got served very
the window across
quickly with good food, a great biker meeting place.
the square we saw
Next day we headed for Abergavenny via PD’s Diner in
OMG look its snowing!
snow falling. Next
Aberystwyth. Good route and little traffic. Roads were
morning we decided to press ahead and made steady
good overall so we had some fun on the way to lunch on
progress on wet roads covered in grit and salt. As we
the sea front . A quick stroll along the front to stretch our
headed south down the mountains for the Lake district it
legs before heading to Abergavenny. We’d had no rain up
got warmer, above zero, and less icy. By the time we got to to this point but as we left it started so we headed south
and got out of it fairly quickly. Last stop before home.
Day 12 - homeward bound. Can’t wait. Heading off
through country roads to pick up the motorway and the
bridge. Some light showers again but not a worry. M4 then
M5 down to Bridgewater for lunch. I don’t recall much of
that ride, but I’m sure it was down the old A30 and home.
Note to Malcolm, big thank you and a fantastic trip I would never
have thought to do it and was not on the bucket list, very well
done mate - Terry
A welcome change after Ballater!

PostScript - Aw shucks Terry! It was a pleasure, although I did find it a bit nerve wracking at times wondering if the routes/roads
I’d picked were OK, or what did the others think of the hotels, could I have arranged better weather? Oh, a thousand and one
things! In the end it all turned out OK, twelve days in close company, long riding days, shared rooms and we were all still talking
at the end of it, quite an achievement! For me it was an epic trip. A few photo’s to reflect my memories of the trip - M:

Eventually
finding the
most Easterly
Point

The rib-eye steaks that never were!
Dumfries Premier Inn you will not be
forgotten!

Moody views and
lonely roads in
Scotland

Discovering that a few famous people had been
to Orkney before us!
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Prescott Bike Fest Sunday 16 June 2019
Julie C And David H reminisce about their day out at Prescott
a day to remember!
'Its all about motorcycles' and it sure was! Having never been before and winning tickets to go, it had to be done. On
driving to the event along miles of country lanes, one would never have thought such a festival was even taking place
with almost empty roads leading up to it, no bikes, no cars, no whatsoever. However, upon reaching the destination it
was a complete revelation! Grassed field full of cow pats (luckily no cows still present) on a slope for a car park, bikes
on the flat across the road and, on entry to the fest, oh my god!
We were presented with these amazing bikes, all ages, all sizes, makes, engines, denominations, whatever, they just
went, taking off from the chequered flag starting point of the hill climb, whizzing past and racing on to the first hairpin
bend then up hill to the second hairpin bend vanishing into the distance most likely the stairway to motorbike heaven
finishing point. This carried on all day.
We ventured into the pit stop paddock which was open to everyone to view and which was jam packed full of bikes
waiting to take part or just proud bikes and proud owners on show for all to see and admire and talk about. Anyone
could enter and have a go. No egos here, just bikers and their bikes having a
great time and a great challenge. We saw the mayor chatting to the owner of
'The Flying Millyard', a home built 5 litre, yes, 5 litre motorbike engine. This bike
also raced the hill climb and even on the main stand ticking over, it couldn't keep
still and kept moving around in circles! Astonishing. Just before lunch the marshalls' accompanied a group of 8 Hell's Angels taking the challenge being followed by a young boy on a small bike and
even younger girl on an even smaller tiniest bike ever doing the hill climb! A sight to
behold, and she finished it!
There was a huge marquee full of custom
built motorbikes of all classes and sizes, so
much to see, so much to take in and admire, so much talent, skill and love of motorbikes - it made me proud to be a biker.

Alan Millyard, builder of the bike, first
left from the Mayor

The event was organised by the Severn Freewheelers, the local Blood Bike Group
to raise funds for this much needed out of hours service run by volunteers supporting the NHS service - just like ours here in Cornwall. If you want to go and
experience an amazing day - so much more than just motorcycles, then this is for
you and make a note in your diaries for 13 & 14 June 2020 next year.
Julie Calow & David Hinchcliffe
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Forthcoming Events
Hello CAMmers! - Long hot summer days, warm light barmy nights, cruising along the Atlantic Highway in
the warm sirocco winds – oh my, where are we? Beautiful Cornwall of course - the best county in the
country so get out there all you easy riders and soak up this fantastic summer we are having!
July
Wednesday3 July

Evening ride out with Alan aka Mr White Socks! Leave Chiverton 6.15pm - keep those white
socks in sight so you don’t get lost!

Sunday 7 July

Open Club Day: Simon Williams presenting an informative talk on ‘First Aid Specific to Bikers’
10.00 am, Ladock Village Hall, all welcome. Hopefully you will never need to use this but useful
to know should it ever be necessary. 45 minutes with time for questions after – please do all try
and attend this very important talk and topic. Check website for further details
http://www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk

Sunday 14 July

Truro Bike & Trike Show, Piazza, Truro: 10am - 4pm - CAM have a stand for this event, great
social get together with like-minded other clubs - Volunteers needed please!Please email JulieCalow 07818 431156 juliecalow@btinternet.com to register interest.

Sunday 21 July

The CAM PAM Ride & BBQ - Bob G taking the lead, meet Morrisons Liskeard, leave 10.15am,
pit stop Bude for Coffee then on to St Mawgan for BBQ for 1.15pm. Total ride 2.5 hours, 90
miles, ride will suit all members. Bob departing Victoria (old petrol station) 9.30am for the ride
up, all welcome to meet there or make own way to Morrisons for 10.15am.
BBQ for non-riders is 1.00pm at Bob’s place, finishing around 4.00pm. Bob needs numbers by
17 June for catering, email him on retrorob53@aol.com to book your food! Remember, bring
your own meat/fish/veggie option and CAM providing everything else, including the
company. Open to all members, associates and partners, all welcome.

August
Sunday 4 Aug

Open Club Day: Ladock Village Hall 10am. Check website for details, hopefully something mechanical but it could well be something else around the corner or corners…. Check out the website for further details: http://www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk

Weds 7 Aug

Evening ride out: Bob Griffin leading. Fraddon overflow car park 6pm depart, finish at Mawgan
Porth beach for fish, chips and mushy peas! Ahoy there... get your order in quick!

Sunday 19 Aug

Monthly Sunday Ride out, Derek Preece is our lead ride. Please check CAM website for update of where you’re going, when you’re going and what time you’re leavin…..

September
Sunday 1 Sept

Open Club Sunday: Ladock: Featuring ‘The Two Gary’s’: Gary Metters giving a talk & Gary
Pike Catering.

Friday 30 Aug
Saturday 31 Aug
Sunday 1 Sept

Motofest Newquay

Weds 4 Sept

Evening ride out: VOLUNTEER LEAD RIDE NEEDED.

Sunday 8 Sept

Please email JulieCalow 07818 431156 juliecalow@btinternet.com to register interest.
Truro Day – CAM attending. Volunteers needed.

Sunday 8 Sept

Bike Safe at County Hall

Sunday 8 Sept

Jennings Bike Run

Sunday 15 Sept

Monthly Sunday Ride out Clive & Karen Richards, details to follow

Future notes
Friday 4 October

CAM AGM Ladock 7pm

Sunday 6 Oct

Super Club Sunday - Gary Metters, Meet Ladock 10am
CAM Merchandise for Sale: Hats £8; Caps £8; Badges £4; Neck Scarves £3.50
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CLUB SUNDAYS
Club Sundays have continued to thrive throughout the
Spring and early Summer with consistently high
numbers attending the lectures and presentations,
before taking the opportunity to have an observed /
assessed ride or join in on the social ride. However, all
this has not been before enjoying a bacon / sausage bap
(plus optional egg) and a coffee expertly prepared by
the catering team which has made tremendous
progress in expanding on an already excellent service.
Since the March Newsletter we have received a
wide range of subject matter from overtaking to ‘meet
the Examiners’. The level of interaction and support for
these technical sessions from the members has
continued to grow helping us make the club Sundays

more enjoyable as well as providing a valuable social
activity and learning opportunity.
Attendances have been recorded consistently
between 25 and 45 with the norm being around 35, all
making the most of the refreshments, sharing of
knowledge and meeting other riders for a chat. On
average we have facilitated 7 observed rides and at least
one led social ride.
Our continued thanks to
the Gary’s and all those
volunteers who help make this
happen as well as the support
and dedication of its Observers.

In addition to the Bap and Coffee (only £2) there is a chance to socialise with other club members, learn a
bit more through Gary M’s entertaining and informative lectures and guest speakers, go out for a ride,
or have some one-to-one training with an Observer.

CAM Club Days are held on the first Sunday of the month at the
Ladock Community Hall.
The day is open to all-comers so anyone can attend and take advantage of what’s on offer.

Club Rideouts

Club
Prices

Club Rideouts are for Full Members only. Associates can
participate by invitation through their Observer.

The Monthly Rideout is usually on the third
Sunday of the month and the Evening
Rideout (April to September) is on the first
Wednesday of each month.
Rideouts are announced (leader, date, time,
start point and probable destination) by email
and through the website.
(www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk)

Sausage Bap (Vegi)
Bacon Bap
Add an Egg

£1.50
£1.50
£0.50

Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate

£0.50
£0.50
£0.50

Club Badge

£4
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Keeping in the Loop
Where to go for information and advice.
All Committee members are contactable by email.
The Training Support Group should be contacted through the Chairman of the TSG
Group Committee
David Hinchcliffe

Chair

chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Terry Tomlin

Vice Chair

vicechair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Bob Griffin

Treasurer

treasurer@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Mark Tucker

Secretary

secretary@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Gary Pike

Publicity (Web)

socialcoms@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Julie Calow

Events

events@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Malcolm Farrar

Newsletter Editor

news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Mark Tucker

Membership

membership@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Amanda Pratley

Publicity

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Terry Tomlin

Training Support Group tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Tim Collins

IMI and Training

associates@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Honorary Vice Presidents of CAM Shelagh Garrard and Sam Patmore
Recognition for their Work and Commitment for CAM and Its Members
Social Committee
Julie Calow (Chair)
events@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
David Hinchcliffe
chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
Gary Metters
20townsfield@sky.com
Gary Pike
socialcoms@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
Amanda Pratley
publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
Terry Tomlin
tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
Training Support Group
Terry Tomlin (Chair)

Vacant (National Obs)

Amanda Pratley,

David Mooney,

Tim Collins

Mark Tucker

Vacant (Member)

Chris Gendall.

FACEBOOK
The club has two Facebook pages one is open to all including non-members and one is a closed group for members
only. If you don’t have access to the the closed group contact the Membership Secretary for an invite to the group.
Closed Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornwalladvanced/
Open Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/cornwalladvancedmotorcyclists/C2
WEBSITE
The Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclist website can be found at www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk
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